SKILLS FOR THRILLS
mtb training camp

Six days of mtb skills training, combined with trail riding in the mystical Transylvanian scenery
"Skills for thrills" is a six days mtb training camp aimed at explaining and practicing the most important skills a mountain biker needs in order to really "feel the flow" when biking on the trails.

Six days of riding on pump tracks and bike parks, on natural mountain trails or man-made bike tracks, getting insights on how to bunny-hop, how to tame a rock garden or how to keep the bike afloat even on the steepest and breath-taking climbs.

You’ll get the chance to enjoy the old Brașov City Center, visit the Saxon Villages area with its famous fortified churches and quiet rural life, explore the Bran Country with the (in)famous Bran Castle.

We promise a pleasant company, a flexible schedule to accommodate the specifics of each group, good local food and cosy accommodations.

It will be both a nice vacation and a great investment in your mountain biking future. You’ll open the doors to a whole new level of trails, of destinations, of experiences.
Bikeparks in Brașov, covering the basics
DAY 2

Brașov City and the trails in Postăvaru Mountain.
Bike trails in the Saxon Villages area, visit the fortified church in Viscri, enjoy the quiet village life in a rural pension.
More mtb trails in Viscri area, visit the villages of Criț and Meșendorf.
DAY 5
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Bike in the Piatra Craiului National Park
The wonders of the Bran Country, visit the Bran Castle.
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The program includes airport transfer (Bucharest Otopeni), 7 nights full-board accommodation, 6 days of guided mtb training and riding.

Contact us at contact@mtbtours.ro or at contact@mountainguide.ro for further details.

Visit www.mtbtours.ro and www.mountainguide.ro to find out more about mtb and other outdoor activities in the Romanian mountains.